
My name is Harpreet and despite being a relatively new member of ballet (I knew I always 
wanted to dance but always thought it was too late or I would be too busy!). But having 
taken the plunge last year, I absolutely loveee and have a passion for ballet and wish I had 
gotten involved much earlier!! I want to be the secretary for ballet as it would mean getting 
even more involved with the society! I love chatting to new people and am known for 
befriending the randomest of people (wait until I tell you about my millionaire friend :0). I am 
very active in terms of responding to messages so can ensure any enquiries are dealt with 
quickly! I loveee being creative so can produce some pretty and aesthetic posts (sexy poster 
attached as proof lol) I want to work with everyone to contribute ideas and keep the ballet 
legacy going! I am approachable and am the one with the dog so am easily identifiable by 
members for them to chat to me about any questions they may have, being a medic and dog 
mum, I want to ensure every member feels heard and a valued member of the ballet family.
 As I don't have a traditional dance background I believe it would make a huge difference 
having me on committee to inspire beginners or people who have been nervous to try the 
society! A move towards more inclusive societies is encouraged by our uni and having a 
diverse committee, both dance and background wise, would show the progress to encourage 
people to join our community :)
 Being a 4th year medic I have relied on quick typing to get through the manY MANY (so so 
many :')) hours of lectures so have got the meeting minutes covered! Steph has done a great 
job this year with the weekly ballet emails that covered every aspect of the society and 
upcoming events and know I have relied on these to keep up amongst the busy year so want to 
ensure both new members and old are kept in the loop with everything we have planned for 
next year :)
Balletsoc lovin xx
Harpreet
P.S. My dog will 100% act as a ballet rep!!
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